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Who is Statistics Without 
Borders?

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1p204R2JPJaClRPoXxQ9Y8Y88pk0-FOqp/preview


Our Work



COVID-19



COVID-19



SWB + MCCERT

According to OMNICORE (2020):
● > 330 million active Twitter users
● > 500 million tweets are posted per day
● 71% of users say they use Twitter to get their 

news (Pew Research Center, 2019)



SWB + MCCERT
Client Organization: Montgomery County, Community Emergency 
Response Team

- MCCERT asked SWB to try this methodology in an independent 
geographic area around Palo Alto, California

- Steve Peterson
- Virtual Emergency Response Team

- Steve developed a framework (Peterson et al., 2019) to 
utilize Twitter data to inform emergency response in the 
National Capital Region using George Mason University’s 
streaming analytics system, Citizen Helper.



SWB + MCCERT3-Month Project

8 SWB Volunteers

Julia Reid, PCM Keri Wheatley Heli Vora

Satyajeet Pradhan Rachel Doehr

Qingyuan Wang Harshit Sharma

Lena Lickteig, DQA

Collaboration by video, email, phone, text, and chat



SWB + MCCERT

Objective:
● Gather tweets and sort by relevance to COVID-19

○ Specific locations of interest
○ Specific terms of interest

■ Keywords associated with:
● Prevention, Symptoms, etc.



SWB + MCCERT

The Process
● Establish a flow of targeted tweets 

○ Web scraping and data engineering



SWB + MCCERT

The Process
● Establish methods for predicting the relevance of 

Tweets for emergency response 
○ Data wrangling, conditional statements
○ Natural Language Processing, Pre-processing
○ Modeling Approaches: Supervised, Unsupervised



SWB + MCCERT
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SWB + MCCERTExample of Methods and Models Applied
● Word Embeddings: TF-IDF, Word2vec, GLOVE, 

fastText
● Unsupervised Learning: K-Means Clustering, 

DBSCAN, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Topic Modeling)
● Upsampling the minority class: SMOTE
● Transfer Learning: MERS → COVID-19
● Supervised Learning: 

○ Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression, GLMNET, 
Support Vector Machines, ULMFIT, and 
XGBOOST,  



SWB + MCCERT

Deliverables to MMCERT
● Data acquisition pipeline
● Text preprocessing scripts
● Auditable model pipelines
● A collection of tweets over the course of the beginning 

of widespread awareness of the COVID-19 epidemic 
with emergency response relevance predictions



Data Science For Social Good

Wrangling
Visualizing
Modeling
Explaining
Communicating











“Not only does data wrangling consume most of an 
analyst’s workday, it also represents much of the analyst’s 
professional process: it captures activities like 
understanding what data is available; choosing what data 
to use and at what level of detail; understanding how to 
meaningfully combine(ing) multiple sources of data; and 
deciding how to distill(ing) the results to a size and shape 
that can drive(ing) downstream analysis.”
- Principles of Data Wrangling

Rattenbury et al. (2017)



“Not only does data wrangling consume most of an 
analyst’s workday, it also represents much of the analyst’s 
professional process: it captures activities like 
understanding what data is available; choosing what data 
to use and at what level of detail; understanding how to 
meaningfully combine multiple sources of data; and 
deciding how to distill the results to a size and shape that 
can drive downstream analysis.”
- Principles of Data Wrangling

Rattenbury et al. (2017)



JHU Public Dashboard vs. Using JHU Data (2020-3-8)



ML/AI predictions are probabilistic.

kinestry.io



Machine Learning Interpretability (MLI)

More complex models take more work to explain, but may no longer be “black boxes”.



Machine Learning Interpretability (MLI)

- Goal 1a: Task Performance
- Goal 1b: Understand the model (what’s driving predictions?)
- Goal 1c: Privacy, Fairness, and Provide the Right to Explanation 

- Tools that help:
- Global Variable Importance

- What is the weighting of variable contributions to predictions, on average?
- In NLP: Which words in which contexts contribute most to positive predictions?

- Local Variable Importance
- What is the weighting of variable contributions to specific observations?

- Surrogate Decision Trees
- Share a model of the prediction rules by outcome class



Machine Learning Interpretability (MLI)

- Sensitivity Analysis
- Vary the inputs; make small changes
- How does this influence predictions?
- What small changes would “push observations (or people) over the threshold”?
- This may inform subsequent iterations in data collection



Fairness

- “...unfairness and discrimination are pervasive when decisions are being made by 
humans, which, unfortunately, are not automatically solved, and can even be 
amplified, when machines are put in control.” - Zhang and Bareinboim (2017)

- “Fairness in machine learning is an emerging topic with the overarching aim to 
critically assess algorithms (predictive and classification models) whether their 
results reinforce existing social biases.” - Kozodoi and Varga (2020)

- General Approaches
- Disparate Impact Analysis

- ex) Accuracy Parity… [performance metric] by group relative to the reference 
group

- Root Cause Analysis
- Do we know whether protected features influenced the prediction?



Now that we understand a model, do we trust 
it?

• What features did our ML or AI learn from?
• Which of these features should it have learned from?
• Which of these features shouldn’t be learned from?

• Is this a model for social good?
• Who does the model serve?
• Who doesn’t the model serve?



Ultimately, our goal is to do data science for social good. 

This is why solving problems in ways that we can explain 
and trust is essential.



SWB Team

Julia Reid, PCM
Keri Wheatley
Heli Vora
Satyajeet Pradhan
Rachel Doehr
Qingyuan Wang
Harshit Sharma
Lena Lickteig, DQA


